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It is entropy that counts
















































































Points in three dimensions 

Why?
Loomis-Whitney inequality, 1949




































































Information

To specify one among a set 
of n possibilities, we require 
log n bits of information.

Each piece of information about P is  

available from two sources. So, obviously …




































































Entropy
It is entropy that counts.


















































































Shannon entropy

Claude Shannon (1916-2001)
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Conditional entropy, Mutual information

















































































Operational motivation

It 
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What does entropy count?
















































































Toss the coin n 
times, 

independently.

What does entropy count?
















































































Asymptotics

n independent samples 

Set of outcomes with total
probability ≥

Not all outcomes
Not even all outcomes with positive 
probabilities
But enough outcomes with total 
probability at least

#outcomes=
(some impossible, some unlikely)

Not wholly
Or in full measure

But substantially

It is entropy that 















































































d=4

Back to combinatorics

The number of walks of length 

What if all the vertices don't have 
the same degree?

G: a graph
n: number of nodes
d: degree of each vertex

Pick a random vertex   with prob. 
proportional its to degree.

Perform a random walk

The     are identically distributed!






























































































































































Mutual information

Operational interpretation

 A B

Receives X Wants to generate Y

How many bits must A send B?

Today

A communication complexity problem

random variables with some joint distribution
















































































Communication complexity

A

n bits

Determine if X = Y

B How many bits must they exchange?

Deterministically at least n bits.

Every input of the form (x,x) requires a 
different communication pattern.

transcript

With randomness, 
O(log n) bits are enough!

















































































Communication complexity

A

n bits

How many bits must they exchange?

Determine if there is an i 
such that X[i]=Y[i]=1

How many bits must they 
exchange?

Deterministically, at least n bits.

Randomness does not help!
A and B still need to exchange 
almost n bits.
Kalyanasundaram and Schnitger, 1987
Razborov, 1991

Quantum communication helps!

B

Set disjointness

A and B need exchange only      qubits.
Buhrman, Clare and Wigderson, 1998
Aaronson & Ambainis, 2005
Razborov, 2003



















































































Transcript

Distributions

Randomised communication protocols

answer
error ≤
















































































Randomised communication protocols

answer










































































Neither party is willing to reveal 
much for they are afraid that 
the other party might have 0.

Randomised communication protocols

The protocol must err with 
probability ≥ 1/4.

answer

The communication was long but 
fruitless.
The length does not count.























































































answer
error ≤

Quantum communication protocols

Registers

Initial state

state

von Neumann entropy

Mutual information























































































answer
error ≤

Registers

Initial state

state

There is trouble in paradise

Old messages are destroyed when new messages are generated.
We cannot talk about all the messages together!

What is a transcript?
























































































answer
error ≤

Registers

Initial state

state

Paradise (partly) regained?

We work with:

As before, if the total communication is small, 
then the protocol must neglect some coordinate.







































































answer
error ≤

Registers

Initial state

state

Paradise (partly) regained?

In a k-round quantum protocol, the parties 
must exchange at least n/k qubits.

The messages maybe long and many but they do not carry much 
information about (          ).


































Summary

... and more

Shannon entropy and counting

Entropy and the number of typical sequences

Communication complexity of Boolean functions 

Quantum communication and von Neumann entropy
Introduction to quantum information 

Abhishek Dhar
Jaikumar Radhakrishnan
Samuel Joseph

PHY 437.5 Spring 2023
















































































Jumble

It 
is 
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Thank you!











































